Rigid scaffolding began in 2001 and from a simple beginning is now a leading provider of scaffolding and swing stage equipment. We solve access problems and provide the right product and people to do it. Passionately managing every step of the process from the design and engineering, material supply, safe erection and specialised transport.

[03] 5277 0977
office@rigidscaffolding.com.au
rigidscaffolding.com.au

SWING STAGE

Rigid Scaffolding provides the latest Swing Stage equipment from Belgium manufactured with the highest quality materials and designed with market leading technology. Rigid Swing Stages are the safe effective alternative to façade scaffolding for a broad range of construction and maintenance activities including:

- Painting and building maintenance
- Façade inspection & rectification
- Curtain wall installation
- Sign installation
- Window and lintel replacement
- Lightweight façade installation
- Concrete spalling repairs